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Qimultaneityof researchprogrammesis
da double-edged sword. Acrimony is
quite common in political and popular
debates, but scholarly exchanges are generally expected to be less feverishly pitched.
The conventional bounds of tone and
temper, however, do sometimes collapse,
when several scholars are working on
roughly the same subject at roughly the
same time.
The coincidence of simultaneity need
not inevitably go in this direction. It can
also be viewed as an opportunity for a
healthy intellectual exchange, which
allows the scholarlycommunity to advance
the understanding of complex problems,
and also provides them the building blocks
for better explanations.' It is in this spirit
that I would like to view this book - as
an invitation to dialogue, as a way to move
our knowledge forward.
My own arguments about HinduMuslim riots, based on research that
began in 1990, are contained in my book
first published three years ago.2 With
Steven Wilkinson, the author of the book
under review, I have collaborated twice:
to put together a dataset on Hindu-Muslim
riots in India (1950-95);3 and to publish
some early findings based on the first cut
of our database(1960-93).4 Ourarguments
in the beginning were not very different
[Varshney and Wilkinson 1996], but by
now we appearto have radically diverged.
This essay is an occasion to take stock of
this divergence, and appraise the electoral
theory of riots that Wilkinson proposes.
Wilkinson's book is based on his PhD
dissertationcompleted at MIT in 1999, but
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it is manifestly more than that. For more
than 10 years, Wilkinson has worked on
Hindu-Muslim conflict. He was trained
first as a historian, wedded to qualitative
methods and to the power of the archive.
He has increasingly moved towards quantitative modes of analysis. It has been a
long professional journey, which will
doubtless evolve further.This book is his
first large product of his emerging quantitative methodological orientation.

The Argument
Why do communal riots take place?
Wilkinson's central argument is that
"democraticstates protectminoritieswhen
it is in their government's electoral interest to do so" (p 6).5 But when, one might
ask, is it in the government's interest to
protect minorities?
Wilkinson points to two principal possibilities: (a) "when minorities are an
important part of their party's current
support base, or the support base of one
of their coalition partners in a coalition
government" (p 6); or (b) when the overall
electoral system in a state is so competitive
...that there is therefore a high probability
that the governing party will have to
negotiate or form a coalition with minority
supported parties in the future, despite its
own preferences" (p 7, emphasis added).
Of the two parts of the argument, thus,
the first concentrates on the support base
of the governing party or coalition; and
the second focuses on the level of electoral
competition. The higher the competition
between political parties, says Wilkinson,
the lower will be the incidence of riots.
"Politicians in government will restrictthe
supply of security to minorities if.. .overall
levels of party competition in a state
are so low that the likelihood of having to
seek the support of minority-supported
parties in the future is very low" (p 7). In
short, in highly competitive electoral
contexts, Muslims would be protected
by ruling parties, even when targeted by
mobs in riots, because small groups
could be critical in swinging closely
contested elections.
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How is the level of electoral competition to be measured? In terms of the effective number of parties (ENPV), says
Wilkinson. The virtue of ENPV, a commonly used measure to determine the level
of party competition, is that it does not
count the total number of parties contesting an election and weigh them equally,
for that can only demonstrate the formal,
not real, level of competition. ENPV gives
greater weightage to parties with a larger
vote share than to parties with a smaller
vote share, thus showing what the degree
of effective, not formal, competition is.6
The state of Madhya Pradesh (MP) may
have as many political parties participating in the elections of late as UttarPradesh
(UP), but MP normally has a straightcontest between the Congress and the BJP,
whereas in UP the electoral field has for
over a decade been four-cornered,split between the SamajawadyParty(SP), Bahujan
Samaj Party(BSP), BJP and the Congress.
The effective numberof parties, and therefore the level of party competition, in UP
is higher than in MP, even if the total
number of political parties contesting in
the two states is about the same.
In my critical appraisalbelow, I will first
deal with the second argument.The reason
is quite simple. The argument linking
electoral competition and riots is quite
novel. Moreover, claims about electoral
competition - what it is, how to measure
it, and how it is connected to riots - dominate the book, and also provide its title.
I turn subsequently to the argument about
the role of the state, which has been standard fare in the literaturefor a long time.

Party Competition and Riots
Does higher competition for votes between political parties lead to lower communal rioting and lower partycompetition
to higher rioting, as Wilkinson claims, or
is it the other way round? Consider the
Figure, derived from the 46-year database
(1950-95) that Wilkinson and I jointly
created. It presents data (a) on the number
of deaths and (b) on the number of riots
for each year between 1950-95. Note that
4219

between 1950 and roughly 1975-76, the
figures reveal no upward or downward
trend. The ups and downs in riots appear
to be a random walk. Starting with the late
1970s, however, there is a clear upward
trend - ups and downs in riots each year
are around a rising trend. Compared to
1950-76, more riots took place in India
between 1977-95 and more people died in
them.
Wilkinson's central argument says: the
higher the competition, the fewer the riots.
Was party competition between 1977 and
1995, a period of rising riot frequency, less
vigorous than during 1950-76, when riots
were fewer?
The answer is an unambiguous no.
Roughly till 1967, the Congress Party had
a nearly hegemonic hold over power and
no other parties came close. The Congress
began to lose power in 1967 at the state
level and by 1977, the Congress was voted
out in Delhi as well. Since then, the party
competition, if anything, has been more
vigorous. Indeed, at least since the late
1970s, incumbency has not been an advantage in Indian politics. Roughly three out
of four incumbents have been thrown out
of office in elections.
How do these considerations tie up with
ENPV? ENPV is, by definition, higher for
a period when many more parties become
effective contestants for power than for a
period when the domination of one party
was rarely challenged. In short. India has
had more riots in a period of greater party
competition, not less. Wilkinson's theory
proposes the opposite: "The effect of the
decline of the dominant Congress Party
andtheresultingpartycompetition in recent
years has not, as some have argued, been
to increase the level of communal violence. On the contrary,the increasing party
competition for minority voters has led to
a reduction in Hindu-Muslim violence, as
politicians are forced by electoral incentives to take firm action to prevent HinduMuslim riots" (pp 169-70).
Here, then, is a direct clash between
theory and evidence. But Wilkinson does
have a way out. He can say that his argument applies to the state level, not to the
national level. Logically speaking, it is
possible for the country as a whole to have
more riots and higher party competition at
the same time, because (i) a few states may
have low party competition and a lot of
riots,even when (ii) most states have higher
partycompetition andfewer riots. Intheory,
an increase in (i) can not only fully cancel
out the decrease in (ii), but also produce
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Figure: Hindu-Muslim Riots 1950-1995
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is split into two state assembly constituencies, Aligarh and Koil. Aligarh constituency incorporates a large partof the town,
but Koil is both urban and rural, made up
of some parts of Aligarh town and some
contiguous rural areas. Wilkinson can
measure electoral competitiveness at the
level of Koil or Aligarh constituency, but
the riot data we jointly collected are not
forconstituencies.7 Incidentsthatarecoded
as riots in Aligarh town (including when
the riot took place, how many people died,
where the riot took place), may have taken
place either in Aligarh constituency or in
Koil constituency.
There is no way of knowing this, unless
one meticulously disaggregates riot locations below the town level - down to the
mohalla or neighbourhood level - and then
begins to map neighbourhoods with the
constituencies in which they fall. Our
database, as it currently exists, does not
allow this. Wilkinson simply cannot be
sure that riots at the town level are conneto the competitiveness of elections at
cted
Surprising Exclusions
the constituency level.
If this is true for Aligarh, a medium-size
Wilkinson'sbookis silenton two major
issues, raising serious doubts about the town, consider the enormous measurement
validityof the argumenteven at the state problems thatthis incorrectequation raises
level. Firstand foremost,one of Wilkin- for riots that took place in the bigger riotson's key causal variables- low or high prone cities - Ahmedabad, Vadodara,
party competition, or closeness of the Hyderabad, Mumbai, Delhi. These five
election race- is at the level of electoral cities accounted for a very large proportion
constituencies,but his riotdataaretown- (nearly 38 percent) of all deaths in Hindubased.It is well knownin India'selection Muslim riots during 1950-95 [Varshney
unitsliketowns 2002a: 104-5]. Moreover, each of these
studiesthatadministrative
and electoralunits like constituenciesdo cities has many more thantwo state assemnotnormallycoincide.Mosttownsof India bly constituencies that Aligarh is split into.
are part of a largeror smallerelectoral The city of Delhi, for example, has seven
constituency,bothfor the nationalparlia- national parliamentary and, currently,
mentandstateassemblies,oralternatively, 70 state assembly constituencies. Our
they are so large thatthey have split into dataset simply does not allow us to determine which Delhi riots fell in which of
several constituencies.
Potentially,thiscreatesinsurmountable Delhi's many constituencies. No analyst
problemsfor Wilkinson'sargument.Let can derive conclusions about towns
me give an example.The townof Aligarh from electoral constituencies unless we

an overallnationalincreasein riots if the
jumpin(i) is big andthedeclinein (ii) low.
It would have been instructiveto discover whetherstateswith small effective
numberof partiesin the post-1977period
- let us say, Gujarat,Rajasthan,Madhya
Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, Himachal
Pradesh- have indeedmorethanspoiled
theoveralldownwardeffectthatthe states
with highernumberof effective partiesUttar Pradesh, Bihar. Haryana.Maharashtra,TamilNadu- have, accordingto
Wilkinson,broughtabout.No such exercise is undertaken.Instead, Wilkinson
calculatesthe ENPVfor variousstatesin
2002 (p 143)andthenpresentshis regressionresultsfortheperiod1961-95(p 151),
leadingto his majorconclusionthat"the
riotsgoes down
numberof Hindu-Muslim
as theeffectivenumberof partiesgoes up"
(p 150). If this argumentdoes not work
for Indiaas a whole, does it for the state
level?
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incorrectlyassumethatthe town andconstituencytend to coincide.8
Anotherbig silence, perhapsinadvertent, calls attention.Why have the regressions been runonly for truncatedperiod,
1961-1995(p 151)?9Whynotfortheentire
periodof 1950-95 includedin our database? This matteris important,for the
period left out of regressions, 1950-60,
saw a muchsmallernumberof riots than
the laterperiod,and also had a low level
of party competition. Is the negative
betweenpartycompetitionand
relationship
riots by any chance an artefact of the
truncation,or does it hold up even when
the entire period is covered?Wilkinson
providesno assistancein the matter.

Inconsistent Inclusions

More confusion is added by the variable
"proximity to elections". In UP, the odds
of riots go up if national or state level
elections are within six months (p 43), but
at the all-India level, riots are positively
correlated with "state elections within six
months" and negatively correlated with
"national elections in six months"
(p 151).12 Statistically, then, we have no
uniquely acceptable and generalisable
pointers to whether elections and riots are
clearly related.
The indeterminacy,
one should
emphasise, is not confined to statistical
results only. The text also says quite
contradictory things. In the opening chapter, as quoted above, the relationship
between electoralcompetitiveness andriots
is called negative (pp 6-7), an assertion
repeated in several other places (p 137,
144, 147, 150 and 152). Elsewhere, however, Wilkinson equally clearly states:
"towns with a close electoral race are
considerably more likely to have a HinduMuslim riot"(p 16); "increases in electoral
competition are associated with a rise in
the likelihood of communal riots" (p 47);
"'violence...was most likely to break out
in those places where political competition
was most intense" (p 205).
What might account for these contradictions? Let us give the argumentthe benefit
of doubt, and point to two theoretical
possibilities. First, it may be that the relationship between electoral competition
and riots is neither uniformly positive, nor
uniformly negative, but curvilinear. That
is, it is positive (or negative) up to a threshold of competitiveness and turnsnegative
(positive) once party competition crosses
that threshold. There is, in other words, a
'tipping point' somewhere which transforms a negative or positive linear relationship into its opposite. If so, Wilkinson
should have tested for it, just as he has for
the percentage of Muslims in a town's
population, which he finds curvilinearly
related to riots (p 41).
Second, it may be that Wilkinson has
measured electoral competitiveness for his
India-level analysis in one way and measured it for the state of UP quite differently.
As we look carefully, that does turn out
to be the case. For Wilkinson's national
level analysis, the indicator of electoral
competitiveness is ENPV, and for the
analysis of UP, the indicator is "how close
the last election-race was".
These are,of course, two differentthings,

Wilkinson's argumentbecomes even
moretroubling,whenthe reportedregression results are carefully examined. Insteadof a clearlydemonstrableandrobust
inverserelationshipbetweenthedegreeof
partycompetitionandoccurrenceof riots,
we get radicalindeterminacyand a lot of
what statisticianscall 'noise'.
Wilkinsonhas presentedhis regression
results at two levels - for UP, 1970-95
(pp 43 and45) and for 15 majorstatesof
India,1961-95(p 151).0 Whenthe latter
is analysed,"thereis a negativerelationshipbetweenthe degreeof electoralcompetitionina stateandits levelof communal
riots"(p 150).But in UP, the relationship
is positive(Table2.1,p43). "Thecloseness
of the previous Vidhan Sabha election
...seems to be positively related to the
likelihoodof a riottakingplacebeforethe
next election"(pp 42-43). Are close races
theoddsof riots?
likelytoreduce,orincrease,
When one looks at the relationship
between electoral competition and the
numberof deaths,notnumberof riots,the
plot thickenseven further.Closeness in
previous nationalelection is negatively
correlatedwith the numberof deaths,but
positivelycorrelatedwiththe closenessin
thepreviousstateelection(p 45). In short,
the relationshipbetweenelectoralcompetitionandriotsis not uniformlynegative.
Rather,it is both positive and negative,
dependingon (a) whetherwe are looking
atIndiaasawhole,oratUP,and(b) whether
we arelookingatnationalorstateelections.
Closely contested national elections
appearto produce a tendency towards
fewer, smaller or no riots, but closely
contestedstateassemblyelectionsgenerate for it is possible for races to be quite
the opposite'result.ll
close even if the contest is bipolar,not
Economic and Political Weekly
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multicornered.Of late, election races
betweenthe CongressandBJPhavebeen
roughlyas close in MP and Rajasthanas
inthemulti-party
contestsof UP.Wilkinson
shouldhave specifiedwhat mattersmost
forhistheory:closenessof races,ornumber
of effectiveparties.Theyareconceptually
separable.Wilkinsonshouldalsohaveused
anidenticalmeasureforIndiaandUP, and
at the very least, mightwantto re-runthe
regressions.
To conclude,if the exclusionsgenerate
doubts about Wilkinson's central argument, the inconsistenciesand contradictions of what has been includedseem to
undermineit. This does not, of course,
meanthatthereis no linkbetweenelections
andriots.All it suggestsis thatWilkinson
has not been able to establishit.
State and/or Civil Society?
Let me now turn to the first part of
Wilkinson's argument.It concerns the
relationshipbetween the state and riots.
"Theresponseof thestate",saysWilkinson,
"istheprimefactorindeterminingwhether
ethnicviolencebreaksout"(p 6). Further,
"invirtuallyall the empiricalcases I have
examined,whetherviolence is bloody or
ends quickly depends not on the local
factorsthatcaused violence to breakout
but primarilyon the will and capacityof
the governmentthatcontrolsthe forcesof
law and order(p 5).
A greatdeal has been writtenaboutthe
role of the statein communalriots.13But
beforeI analyseWilkinson'sversionof it,
let us first note that Wilkinson's views
havedramatically
changedoverthelast 10
years.In his first publicationon the subject, jointly authoredwith me [Varshney
andWilkinson1996],Wilkinsonhaddrawn
a distinctionbetween the normativeand
empiricalsides of a state-basedexplanation,suggestingthatif thestaterepeatedly
does not stop riots, even though it is
constitutionally supposed to, scholars
shouldstop askingwhat the state should
do andstartinvestigatingwhy the statein
fact does not performits constitutionally
assigned functions:
Justice RaghubarDayal's commission
summarised
almostall of the mainmeasuresto reduceviolenceas long ago as
1968:thatstategovernmentsshouldnot
undermineor interferewith local law
thatspeedyandfirmaction
enforcement;
shouldbe takenatthefirstsignof trouble;
thatprosecutions
of offendersshouldnot
be withdrawnfor politicalreasons;that
4221

officers in service should not be transferredfor reasons other than the requirements of service; that the press should be
stoppedfrommakingfalse and deliberately
inflammatory statements; and that textbooks should be cleansed of deliberately
communal interpretations of history
(VarshneyandWilkinson 1996:38, italics
added).
Afteroutlining this list, Wilkinson, along
with me,concluded that "anotherriot commission which tells us what ought to be
done is not as helpful as finding out why
previous recommendations have not been
followed and then deciding which policies
can be carriedout" [Varshney and Wilkinson 1996, ibid: p 46].
Moreover, Wilkinson at that time firmly
veered towards an explanation based on
civil society: "Localinter-groupties .. seem
to provide the best defence against the
spreadof communal violence" (Ibid, p 39).
Many examples of integrated ties preventing riots were cited. One such example
stood out:
Disha is a women's NGO working in
Saharanpur district of Uttar Pradesh.
Disha's workers (sakhis and sahyoginis)
are drawn from both religious communities.. . As partof the Mahila Samakhya
(MS) initiative in the state, Disha worked
to improvewomen's educationandawarenessabouta wide rangeof social issues .. .In
Bateda village, before MS started, the
women from the Muslim mohalla did not
speak to the women from the Hindu
basti....Gradually, a relationship of trust
was built. ...(T)he sakhis and sahyoginis

did not find it difficult to mobilise the two
communitieson a commonbasis like ration
cards. Once the barrierwas broken there
was no going back ....They were even
supportedby the men in their efforts.
Such contacts helped to stop communal
violence in the autumnof 1990. Women
mobilised by the NGO were active in
stopping the controversy over the Ram
janmabhoomifrom destroying local communal harmony.Hindu women who had
met Muslims throughDisha's social work
persuadedlocal Hindus to reassureMuslim families - who were about to flee their
homes - that they would be in no danger
if they stayed" (ibid, pp 43-44).
This previous writing is not referenced
at all in this book. If considerably greater
research since 1996 has led to a change
in Wilkinson's views, it should of course
be accepted as something to do with professional evolution. But does the new
argument stand up to scrutiny?
A proof of why - and how - the state
would ignite or stop riots is typically not
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found in regressions,which can suggest
correlations,and are rarely enough for
establishingcausality[Achen 1982]. For
cause-and-effect
ascertaining
relationships,
one normallyneeds to go to qualitative
empiricalmaterialsanddo whathas come
to be called process-tracing- sortingout
when a riot took place, or was likely to
occur,whatcame beforethat,whatafter,
and in what ways the statecould be said
to be involved.14
Politics and the Muslim Vote

January 1982; March 1984; March-July
1985; January, March and July 1986;
January, February and November 1987;
April, October, November and December
1990; January,March and April 1991; and
January and July 1992.17 The BJP came
to power in Gujarat state only in 1995.
Moreover, in the early to mid-1980s, the
Congress in Gujaratalso unveiled the socalled KHAM (Kshatriya,Harijan,Adivasi
and Muslim) strategy, aimed at putting
together an alliance of these groups as a
basis for power. The Congress aggressively courtedMuslim vote; it was in power,
yet Hindu-Muslim riots were endemic.
Consider now the period of Ayodhya
agitation, 1990-92. During 1989-90,Uttar
Pradesh was ruled by Mulayam Singh
Yadav, whose commitment to Muslims
and cultivation of the Muslim vote is well
known. In 1990 he did order the police
under his command to shoot on the masses
mobilised by Hindu nationalists, earning
the famous epithet 'Maulana Mulayam'.
Yet, awful riots took place in UttarPradesh
in 1989-90. In supporting his theory,
Wilkinson notes how Mulayam Singh
Yadav in 1994-95 succeeded in preventing
riots (p 93), but surprisingly omits his
failure to do so in 1989-90.
To make sure that these illustrations are
not simply viewed as a few exceptions, to
only proving the rule, let me give some
more critical examples. During the infamous Mumbai riots in January 1993, the
Congress ruled the state of Maharashtra.
During the 1980s riots in the Moradabad,
Aligarh and Meerut towns of UP, the
Congress ran state governments in UP.
Between 1978 and 1983, riots repeatedly
rocked the city of Hyderabad, even as the
state of Andhra Pradesh had Congress
governments. And most remarkablyof all,
the riots of 1961, the worst year for riots
in the first decade and a half of independent India, occurred when Nehru was
India's prime minister, with an unquestionable commitment to India's Muslims,
and almost all states then were Congress
ruled. Counterexamples undermining
Wilkinson's theory are simply too many
to be brushed aside as occasional deviations from the rule.
Why should the Congress, even under
Nehru and Indira Gandhi, have failed to
prevent riots? Why was Mulayam Singh
Yadav successful in 1994-95 but failed in
1989-90? Why did Gujarat government
fail to prevent riots in the early to mld-

To supporthis theory, Wilkinsonhas
marshalledqualitativeempiricalmaterials
primarilyfromfive states:Gujarat,Kerala,
TamilNadu,BiharandUttarPradesh.When
the 2002 riots broke out in Gujarat,the
riots on the whole did not spreadbeyond
the state,15thoughit shouldbe notedthat
despitethe enormityof violence, several
towns within Gujarat,including Surat,
remainedquiet, or had small incidents
only.16Wilkinsonarguesthatthe clearest
supportfor his theory comes from how
Indianstates other than Gujarathandled
the2002 riots.In2002, Gujaratwasamong
the states having the lowest numberof
effective parties,the BJPwas in powerin
the state all by itself (not in a coalition)
andit hadno need for Muslimvotes. The
statesof MP and Rajasthan- adjacentto
Gujaratandlike Gujarat,havingonly two
mainparties,the BJPandCongress- had
noriotsbecausethepoliticalpartyinpower,
the Congress, needed Muslim votes to
competewith the BJP. In short,for riots
not to takeplace, a statedoes not have to
have a high ENPV, though it would be
betterif it did. All thatis requiredis that
a ruling party should have need for the
Muslim vote.
Wilkinson's interpretive account of
qualitativepolitical materials,which he
needsto establishcausality,is remarkably
selective.Firstof all, it is worthaskingif
the Gujaratriots in 2002 had something
to do withthe fact thatthe centralgovernment in Delhi, in which the BJP was a
primarypartner,did not suspendthe BJP
governmentin the state,usingArticle356
of India'sconstitution.Second,morecritically, one can thinkof not one or two, but
manyinstanceswhenthe rulingpartywas
not the anti-MuslimBJP, or its analytic
equivalent, the Shiv Sena, but deadly
Hindu-Muslim
riotsnonethelesstookplace.
If Gujaratin 2002 was ruledby theBJP,
the Congresspartyruled Gujaraton the 1980s? Can we prove that the Congress
followingoccasionswhenriotsbrokeout: governments(andMulayamSinghYadav
Economic and Political Weekly
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in 1989-90) were not cultivating,or did
not need the Muslim vote? Not having
used the many counter-examplesabove,
Wilkinsondoesnotformulatethequestion
this way.
Wilkinson's understandFundamentally,
ing of the stateis at issue here,especially
the relationshipbetweenthe rulingparty
ontheonehandandthepermanentbureaucracyandpolicein a parliamentary
system
on the other.The theorythatriots would
nottakeplaceif onlythegovernmentcould
orderthe police or armedforces "to use
deadlyforce to stop them"(p 20) betrays
a monolithicand omnipotentview of the
state. The state is not a monolith,nor is
it omnipotentor omniscient.Rulingpoliticiansareindeedthebossesof bureaucrats
andpoliceofficials,butthatdoes notmean
that ruling partieswill always get what
they want.
Consider Indira Gandhi, who had a
remarkable
holdover statechief ministers
after 1971. Can we really show that the
many riots during her years, especially
during 1981-84, took place because she
allowed her chief ministersto order the
police not to protectMuslimsduringriots
- in the cities of Aligarh, Moradabad,
Meerut, Hyderabad, Bhiwandi and
Ahmedabad?In all of the states where
these cities fell, the Congress Party ran
governmentsduring 1981-84.
Quiteoften. if not always,the relationshipbetweenrulingpartiesandthebureaucratic-policeestablishmentis one consisting of seriousprincipal-agent
problems.If
can
subvert
the
landlords
peasants
through
'weaponsof the weak' withoutfrontally
defyingthem[Scott 1985],police officers
andbureaucrats,
withmuchgreaterpower
than the peasants,can also subvert the
rulingpartiesthroughsubterfuge,dissimulationandfeignedcompliance,even when
one can demonstratethatthe rulingparty
would not benefit from having riots and
would like to preventor control them.
IfriotstookplaceunderNehruandIndira
Gandhi'sCongresspartyrule,despitetheir
pro-Muslim
politicalideologies,whymight
thatbe so? Because some police officers
and bureaucratshad very differentideologicalpersuasions;or becauseofficersat
the top levels sharedthe ideologicalproclivities of the rulersbut officers at the
districtlevel did not; or because police
officerswereheavilycompromisedin that
thecriminalswholed themobsin riotshad
developedan extensive networkof relationshipswith them and with important
local politicians;or because the police
Economicand PoliticalWeekly

officers and bureaucrats,
despitepolitical
orders and their desire to control riots,
were simply unableto do so, either due
to the fact that informationflows on the
groundwere defective,or the rulingpoliticians were divided on what to do, or
oppositionpoliticians,especiallytheHindu
nationalists,were strongenoughto ignite
riotsandhadenoughlinksin local society
to incite mobs. Otherthanrulingparties,
opposition parties in a democracyalso
matter,and even while not ruling, can
wield a lot of power.The argumentthat
the statecan stop riotsat will can only be
premisedupon an assumptionthat there
are eitherno principal-agentproblemsat
the level of state institutionsand/orthe
stateis all-powerfulandoppositionparties
of no consequence.Both assumptionsare
flawed.
This view of the state, of course,does
not meanthatthe stateis neverinterested
in riots.Itmaybe, butthat,as theexamples
above show, is not always the case. That
being so, one can't builda generaltheory
of state involvementin riots. State involvement of the kind Wilkinson talks
aboutis linkedconceptuallyto pogroms,
not riots. Gujarat comes closest to
Wilkinson'stheorybecauseit was one of
the few pogroms in independentIndia.
Riots have often takenplace in India;but
there have been very few pogroms.18
Thisview of thestatealsodoesnotmean
thatone shouldstopcritiquingthestatefor
failing to protectthe lives of its citizens.
Intermsof action,citizensshouldof course
exercise pressureon the state to behave
better.But in termsof analysis,one needs
to draw a distinctionbetween empirical
and normativetheoriesof the state. The
statequiteoften does not, or is unableto,
do whatit should.Politicalscientistshave
long known that.
Conclusion
Methodologically
speaking,Wilkinson's
bookis quiteunusual.Bothqualitativeand
quantitativemethodshavein thepastbeen
used to explainwhy Hindu-Muslimriots
havebeensucha persistentfeatureof 20th
centuryIndianpolitics. But no scholarof
communalviolencehasthusfarso heavily
reliedon statisticalmethods,and applied
them with the kind of commitment
Wilkinsondemonstratesin this book. If
theargumentis stillunconvincing,it is not
because regression analysis itself is a
fundamentallyflawed mode of analysis.
Rather,we may need a moreimaginative
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mix of methods, some more interpretive
than statistical, some more logical than
purely empirical. If Wilkinson had supplemented his regression analysis with some
in-depth empirical research into case
materials, and if he had used a combination
of deduction and induction, relying on
logical reasoning whenever necessary, his
results would have been superior. The
argumentfalls because of inadequatelogic
and lack of empirical depth.
However, the implausibility of Wilkinson's argument does not detract from his
tenacity.of purpose, seriousness of inquiry
and spirit of innovation. These are qualities one simply cannot do without in a
serious scholarly enterprise. Perhaps his
next work will address the puzzles, paradoxes and contradictions this book leaves
unresolved, and enlighten us more about
communal violence. Bl3
Email: Varshney@umich.edu

Notes
[The authorwould like to thankYogendraYadav
for helpful discussions on electoral issues raised
in this essay.]
1 A model debatescome to mindbetweenJames
Scott (1976) and Samuel Popkin (1979) on
themoralversusrationalfoundationsof peasant
revolutions.
2 See Varshney, 2002a, published by Yale
University Press in the US and by Oxford
University Press in India. A Pakistaniedition
of the book appeared in 2003, and a Hindi
translation in India in 2005.
3 Our database was not based on government
statistics,which most previousscholarshipon

riotshadused,andwe also covereda longer

4
5

6
7

8

period than available in previous work: 46
years, 1950-95. For what procedures were
used to generatea new dataset,see Varshney,
2002a, Appendix B.
See Varshney and Wilkinson, 1996. Some
quotes from this paper are used below.
I should add that I only concentrate in this
essay on the main argument of the book
[Wilkinson 2005]. Wilkinson has chapterson
testing otherpeople's theoriesas well as some
cross-country materials. I am not persuaded
by them, especially on Malaysiawhere I have
been doing researchof late. But thatis not the
main issue here.
The formula is ENPV = 1/ v.2, where v. is
the vote share of the ith party.
For each district,our riot data is split into two
parts: urbanand rural.For our template, see
Wilkinson,2004, p 256; andVarshney,2002a,
p 309. No furtherdisaggregationof urbanand
rural is available in the template.
One can theoretically connect riots in towns
and the degree of electoral competition, if in
each of the many constituencies of the city,
the election race is equally close or has an

equalnumberof effective parties.This assumption, if true, can allow Wilkinson to equate a
lot of towns andconstituencies,but still not all
of them, for some will continue to be in constituencies that have significant ruralcitizens
as well. Oneshould,however,note thatelection
studies in India have often shown that constituenciesin the same city - whetherBombay,
or Delhi, or Hyderabad- often seriously differ
in how close the election races are.
9 This period is covered by Wilkinson for the
country as a whole, but for UP, regressions
cover a still shorter period, 1970-95 (pp 43
and 45).
10 I amonlyconcentratingon thoseresultsreported
to be statistically significant by Wilkinson at 105, 5 per cent or 1 per cent. For one of
the clearest statements on how to interpret
statistical significance by one of the best
practitioners of the craft, see Christopher
Achen, 1982, pp 46-51.
11 At the very least, this is a paradox that calls
for an explanationin a book that presents an
electoraltheoryof riots.Sadly, Wilkinsondoes
not provide an explanation, deductive or
empirical.
12 It is not obvious what this variable really
means. In presidential systems, the election
datesaretypicallycast in stone, andpoliticians
know for sure how far the elections are. In
parliamentary systems like India's, the
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legislature can be dissolved by the existing
governments and elections must typically be
held within 10-12 weeks of dissolution,
unless the Election Commission overrules
the incumbents. To have riots within six
monthsof elections seems to add a fixity to
legislative elections that has not existed in
India since 1962.
13 See Brass, 2003, and Varshney,2002a, Ch 12,
and Varshney, 2004, Preface.
14 See King, Keohane and Verba, 1994, as well
as Ragin, 2004.
15 There were small riots in AndhraPradeshand
Maharashtra.
16 See Varshney2004b. See also Wilkinson2002.
17 See Varshney, 2002a, Ch 10.
18 See Varshney, 2002b.
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